
  زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 

1- I'd like to attend the conference. Do you know when it ....................? 

1) has been held 2) has held 3) is going to hold 4) will be held has 

 

2-  The doctor who examined me has advised me not to go to work for a week, ....................? 

1) hasn't he 2) has he 3) didn't he 4) did he 

 

3- If he hit me over the head again, I .................... the police. 

1) will call 2) would call 3) have to call 4) had to call 

 

4- I found this assignment .................... the last one. 

1) as much easy as 2) much easier than 3) more easily than 4) as easily as 

 

5- I’m hopeful and ..................... that the graduation ceremony will really be a new start. I believe that the 

knowledge you have gained will enable you to be successful in whatever field you may enter. 

1) specific 2) absolute 3) confident 4) communicative 

 

6- He had a heart attack when he was fifty, .................... because he worked too hard. 

1) primarily 2) constantly 3) properly 4) shockingly 

 

7- Although she's now married she still has her own .................... bank account. 

1) separate 2) indirect 3) joint 4) countless 

 

8- This travel agency holds tours which .................... a wide variety of outdoor activities. 

1) process 2) provide 3) generate 4) inspire 

 

9- The letter outlines the .................... and conditions of employment, i.e., the conditions according to which the 

company gives you the job. 

1) signals 2) terms 3) responses 4) origins 

10- Don't you realize the damage these chemicals are doing to our ....................? 

1) revolution 2) temperature 3) environment 4) alternative 

 

11- The airline hopes that most of those who died in the crash will be .................... by their families. 

1) reported 2) identified 3) required 4) demanded 

 

12- Too much pressure produced by the blood .................... against inner walls of the blood vessels is called high 

blood pressure. 

1) absorbing 2) radiating 3) applying 4) pressing 

Part B: Cloze Test 

"I think the way we're heading is towards a world …13… people are going to get cold and hungry," the 

professor said, "and where increasingly large …14… are going to start fighting for the …15… . If people are going 

that way out of ignorance because they are badly …16…, then I think it is my …17… to set facts before them!" 

 

13- 1) whom 2) when 3) which 4) in which 

14- 1) communications 2) transportations 3) populations 4) consumers 

15- 1) resources 2) challenges 3) principles 4) documents 

16- 1) informed 2) obeyed 3) attracted 4) behaved 

17- 1) community 2) religion 3) confidence 4) responsibility 

 



Part C: Reading Comprehension 

Passage I: 

Indira Gandhi was prime minister of India from 1966 to 1977 and from 1980 to 1984. She was succeeded by her 

elder son Rajiv, who was prime minister from 1984 to 1989. 

Indira Gandhi (1917 – 84), the daughter  of Jawaharlal Nehru, independent India's first prime minister, was 

born in Allahabad. She studied at Visva-Bharati University in West Bengal and at Oxford University. She became 

president of the ruling congress party in 1959 and in 1964 was appointed minister of information and broadcasting. 

After the second election she was believed to have broken the electoral laws. She acted against it by declaring a 

state of emergency in which she put her enemies into prison and passed laws to restrict people's freedom. Finally 

parliament drove her out of office. 

After three years out of office, Mrs. Gandhi began a fourth term as prime minister in 1980. All legal cases 

against her were withdrawn. She was helped by her younger son Sanjay until he was killed in an air crash in the 

same year. While Mrs. Gandhi was Prime Minister, India gained in prestige and became a leader of the developing 

countries of the Third World. However, she did not succeed in reducing the disagreement between India's different 

cultural groups. In 1984, in order to put down a fighting by Sikh extremists in the Punjab, she ordered the 

attacking of the Golden Temple of Amritsar, which caused nearly 500 deaths. 

 

18- According to the passage, Indira .................... . 

1) had difficulty getting out of prison 2) became minister of information in 1964 

3) could not get victory over Pakistan at all 4) had a son who became a prime minister before her mother 

 

19- It is NOT true that Indira Gandhi .................... . 

1) only studied at Visva – Bharati University  

2) became prime minister from 1966 to 1977 

3) was assumed to have acted against the electoral laws 

4) was the daughter of Nehru, the independent India's first prime minister 

 

20- Which sentence is true according to the passage? 

1) It is not clear when Sanjay was killed. 

2) All illegal cases against Indira were removed. 

3) Indira didn't get any help from her young son Sanjay. 

4) After three years away from office, Mrs. Gandhi began her fourth term as prime minister. 

 

21- The 500 people killed in 1984 are referred to in the last paragraph to show .................... . 

1) that Indira Gandhi was a very weak leader 

2) the value of the Golden Temple of Amritsar 

3) why India cannot experience fast economic growth 

4) that Indira Gandhi did not succeed in solving Indian cultural problems 

Passage II: 

You cannot see an atom nor the electrical power within it. Yet you can see large holes made in the earth by 

atomic force. You can see the power lines carrying electricity from atomic (nuclear) power plants. You can see 

ships driven through the ocean by atomic (nuclear) power. And you can see many other things that use atomic 

power, for example, in space travel, in medicine, and in electronics. 

The power in an atom arises from the heart or nucleus of the atom. When an atom is divided, heat appears and 

very small pieces called neutrons fly away from the nucleus. When many atoms are brought together, a chain 

reaction happens. This causes a continuing explosion. 

By controlling the nuclear reaction, scientists can put the power from the heat to work. This power or energy 

can be used to make electricity. It can also be used to make fresh water from sea water or the power for the engines 

of ships or submarines. 



22- According to the passage, the nucleus of an atom is .................... . 

1) the source of its power  2) the power made in the earth 

3) the power line carrying electricity 4) the source resulting in sea water 

 

23- According to the passage, which sentence is NOT true? 

1) Atomic power plants can produce electricity. 

2) Ships can be driven through the ocean by atomic power. 

3) With atomic power sea water can be used to cause explosions. 

4) Atomic power can be used in medicine. 

 

24- In paragraph 2, the word "arises" means .................... . 

1) comes 2) produces 3) includes 4) remains 

 

25- The writer implies that if we don't control the nuclear reaction, .................... . 

1) we can't produce electricity 2) we can't use its power properly 

3) we can't provide fresh water 4) neutrons don't fly away from the nucleus 


